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1 GENERAL BACKGROUND

In 1986, public acceptance of nuclear energy in Switzerland suffered a 

set-back as never before. In response to the Chernobyl accident two 

new antinuclear initiatives have been launched, and, for the first 

time, public pressure has succeeded in forcing the Federal authorities 

to consider scenarios which point towards the phasing out of nuclear 

energy at the end of the useful life of the existing power plants.

It should however be emphasized that the technical success of nuclear 

energy in Switzerland cannot be disputed. The five operating plants, 

which contribute 40 % to the total electricity production, continue to 

have a good safety record and a high availability. Nevertheless, in 

view of the political difficulties with the future nuclear 

construction programme, the electricity companies have increased their 

investment in French power plants, bringing the total imported 

electricity to the equivalent of that from a 1300 MWe unit.

As a result of an optimisation study, which included a critical

examination of the research activities, the two Federal nuclear 

research laboratories, EIR Wiirenlingen and SIN Villigen, are about to 

be merged in a single laboratory, thereby losing some of their staff. 

This reorganisation coincides with considerable pressure from various 

sides to reduce government funded activities related to fission 

reactors. A "task, force", set up within EIR and SIN, has now

recommended that future reactor research and development activities 

should concentrate mainly on two topics: HTR development in support

of the Swiss industry (which, on this reactor concept, collaborates

with industry in the Federal Republic of Germany), and the development 

of a small district heating reactor in the 10 to 50 MW thermal energy 

range.

Proposals for three heating reactor concepts, the (water cooled) Swiss 

Heating Reactor (SHR), the so-called "GEYSER" reactor, and the 

Gas-Cooled Heating Reactor (GHR), are currently being evaluated. The 

SHR, proposed by EIR, is based mainly on standard BWR technology; the 

GEYSER, an innovative concept proposed by SIN, uses a 50 m high water 

column to produce coolant pressure, and self-regulating boron 

poisoning for reactivity control; and the GHR, supported mainly by 

industry, relies on HTR technology.

Although currently not in the focus of main interests, fast reactor 

activities are continuing both in the safety and the advanced fuel 

development fields.

2 RESPONSE OF STRUCTURES TO HCDA LOADING

The computer code SEURBNUK-EURDYN is supported by the five partners of 

the European fast breeder collaboration for use in the analysis of the 

mechanical consequences of an HCDA. EIR participates in the 

development, validation and application of this code in the framework 

of an EIR/Euratom/UKAEA and an EIR/CEA collaboration agreement.

Recent code developments have included improvements to an automatic 

smoothing treatment which alleviates difficulties associated with the 

growth of instabilities at the fluid/bubble interface. The new 

algorithm performs satisfactorily for different bubble geometries, 

including the complex geometry of the MARA-10 validation test 

described below. In' this particular case, regular smoothing of the 

bubble was a prerequisite for extending the calculation to structure 

equilibrium.

Development of a generalized boundary treatment including the handling 

of ■roof impact phenomena is underway. In some simple spherical



expansion tests, where strains could be checked against analytical 

results, the new method gave a better representation of the bubble 

dynamics and hence improved energy transfer to the shell.

Code validation has concentrated on the analysis of the MARA-10 

experiment and on re-examination of some of the COVA tests. MARA-10, 

simulating a core support, a diagrid, a radial neutron shield and an 

above core structure suspended from a flexible roof, is the last and 

most complex test in the French MARA series. The experiment has been 

analyzed collaboraiively with the CEA and ENEA, and pre-test 

predictions by three codes, SEURBNUK-EURDYN, SIRIUS and CASSIOPEE, 

have been intercompared. The comparison shows some discrepancies, but 

these can be explained by deficiencies in the modelling and some 

inappropriate assumptions regarding material properties.

Altogether, EIR participated in the analysis of three MARA tests: 

MARA-4 had internal structures (core support, diagrid, internal tank), 

MARA-8 was a bare vessel with a flexible roof, and MARA-10 included 

all of these features together with an above core structure. Table I 

summarizes the performance of SEURBNUK-EURDYN for these tests. It can 

be seen that the behaviour of the roof and the transmitted impulse are 

well predicted. The overestimation of the roof displacement for 

MARA-8 can be attributed to a modelling deficiency which has meanwhile 

been rectified (The MARA-10 prediction is in good agreement with 

experiment). Vessel deformations are adequately calculated, except 

for MARA-10 where the discrepancies result partly from an

overestimation of the strain-rate hardening effects in the region of

the lower and upper bulge. Results for the internal structures are

satisfactory too, considering that in the case of MARA-4 the

calculation does not account for sliding of the diagrid on the core 

support.

Representative tests from the COVA series have been re-examined using 

a new equation of state for the low density explosive charge. This is 

chosen to be of the "generalised perfect gas law" type and has been 

calibrated over a volume expansion of 150 using vessel strain and

Table I: Calculation-to-Experiment Values for SEURBNUK-EURDYN

MARA-4 MARA-8 MARA-10

Roof: Time to impact 1.00 1.07

Max. displacement rigid roof 1.25 1.02

at (time) - 0.91 1.15

Impulse 0.94 0.94 0.97

Upper bulge: Max. hoop strain 1.17 0.96 0.62

Final hoop strain 1.08 1.01 0.59

Lower bulge: Max. hoop strain 0.83 0.84 0.29

Final hoop strain 0.84 0.83 0.31

Vessel base: Max. displacement 0.84 0.91 0.60

Final displacement 0.79 0.81 0.66

Diagrid: Final displacement 

Final deflection

0.59

0.51

no internal

0.60

1.23

Tank/shield: Final hoop strain 0.77 structures 1.24

ACS: Final hoop strain - 0.48



impulse histories from the bare vessel test VTO. With this equation 

of state there is now good correlation between calculation and 

experiment for final hoop strains and impulses in the lower part of 

the COVA vessels, while upper vessel strain and roof impulse 

predictions can be improved by more realistic modelling. (For tests 

with small volume expansions the parameters of the equation of state 

would need to be recalculated.)

Fig. 1 illustrates improvements for VT6, a test which is similar to 

VTO but has an air gap to simulate the reactor cover gas, and a 

sliding seal coupling between the cover plate and the vessel. Fig. la 

shows the effect of the recalibration of the charge. Using the 

revised equation of state strains (marked "NEW") are increased 

globally over the vessel bringing calculated results into agreement 

with experiment in the lower section, but increasing the error near 

the top. Fig. lb demonstrates that this error is reduced 

considerably by appropriate modelling of the flexibility of the roof 

and the sliding seal.
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RIGID ROOF 
SEURBNUK-EURDYN

( b )  FLEXIBLE/RIGID SEAL 
FLEXIBLE ROOF 
SEURBNUK-EURDYN
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Fig. 1: Final Vessel Hoop Strain Profile for COVA Test WT6

3 NATURAL CONVECTION IN SUBASSEMBLIES

The SONACO sodium-cooled 37-pin bundle has been used to study internal 

recirculation phenomena in bundles with a zero inlet flow, an

adiabatic radial boundary condition, and a heat sink at the top. In a 

reactor such conditions can arise, for instance, in a flow transient 

in the primary circuit from forced to natural circulation. For

subassemblies with a sufficiently small flow restriction at the 

outlet, thermosyphonic interaction between the subassemblies and the 

reactor plenum above can mitigate peak temperatures in the transient.

The SONACO experiment has an aspect ratio (heated length/bundle width)

which is typical for a subassembly, while overall bundle dimensions

are reduced by a factor of approximately 2. The height-to-width ratio

of the plenum between the top of the rods and the bottom of the

cooling coil is 4.4. Due to the modest efficiency of the coil, the

bundle power is currently limited to 5 kW, corresponding to a rod
2

surface flux of 1 W/cm . Power tilts are simulated by varying the

power in three regions of the bundle with boundaries between pin rows

2 and 3 and pin rows 5 and 6.

Table II summarizes experimental conditions for a representative range 

of tests, including measured peak temperatures relative to the inlet 

temperature of the cooling coil. Relatively large temperature 

fluctuations (given at the 1 a level) are a prominent feature of all 

axially-cooled tests.

Fig. 2 shows measured temperature profiles - experimental data are 

time averaged and fluctuations indicated by error bars - together with 

INCA simulations performed by UKAEA Dounreay. It can be seen that the 

predicted (inverse) stratification is too small, especially on the hot 

side of the bundle and at higher power. Approximations in the 

treatment of the thermalhydraulic effects in the upper plenum 

currently limit the accuracy of the peak temperature prediction, but 

do not noticeably affect the shape of the temperature distribution in 

the heated section of the bundle.



Table IX: Axially-Cooled SONACO Tests

Test Power Power distribution ЛТ .
P e a k

Stand. Dev. in

number (kU) (pin power ratio) (°C) ÛT „(t°C)
P * « k  '  '

ACU007 A. 860 uniform 243.6 10.2

ACU001 2.486 uni form 162.9 5.2

ACU009 1.237 uni form 108.2 4.7

ACU010 0.622 uni form 73.8 1.4

ACT002 5.085 2 : 1.5 : 1 241.1 6.6

ACT012 2.557 2 : 1.5 : 1 156.2 3.9

ACT014 4.958 4 : 2.5 : 1 228.7 3.0

ACT015 2.433 4 : 2.5 : 1 153.3 4.5

ACTO16 1.276 4 : 2.5 : 1 105.2 4.4

ACTO19 4.955 8 : 4.5 : 1 234.5 5.8

ACT022 2.495 8 : 4.5 : 1 163.4 4.1

ACT020 4.971 1 : 0 : 0 244.9 5.5

ACT023 2.566 1 : 0 : 0 167.9 5.1

400 1200600 800 1000 
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Fig. 2: Temperature Profiles for Axially-Cooled SONACO Tests

The data show that the peak temperature in the bundle is almost 

independent of the power tilt. Closer inspection of the temperature 

fluctuations indicates that there are no preferred convection 

patterns. When the symmetry is broken by a power tilt, a 

corresponding transverse temperature gradient develops, but there is 

no clear evidence of improved stability. (Stable conditions can be 

obtained by superimposing some radial cooling.)

Similar conclusions can be drawn from axially cooled tests with 

radially dependent power distributions. A particular motivation for 

these tests is that, in contrast to the power tilt tests, they are 

suitable for a two-dimensional analysis.

The previously reported tests with heat removal by a lateral coolant 

flow have been complemented with non-uniformely heated, radially 

cooled tests. An analysis of these tests using the subchannel code 

THEBES was performed during a stay at CEN Cadarache and involved the 

incorporation of a grid spacer model in the code. THEBES has also 

been used to perform pre-calculations for the proposed SONACO-II high 

temperature experiment.

The design of a "subassembly in a transport container" experiment made 

limited progress, but preparations for the high temperature experiment 

are now well underway. Commissioning of the upgraded sodium loop, 

which will have a tenfold increased sodium inventory and pump 

capacity, is currently planned for 1988.

4 BASIC STUDIES OF FUEL COOLANT INTERACTION

Between 1983 and 1985 a number of small-scale experiments using Freon 

and water were carried out to simulate fuel coolant interaction 

effects. The analysis of pressure transients, measured simultaneously 

at various locations along the length of an interaction tube, led to 

the development of a "water hammer" model, which successfully 

predicted pressure and velocity magnifications at the interface of 

regions with different compressibility. Testing of the model,



initially restricted to air-water mixtures with only modest

magnification effects, has now been extended to (condensable)

steam-water mixtures. These experiments demonstrate the applicability 

of the water hammer model for pressure magnification factors of up to 

10.

The results of the steam-water experiments confirm earlier indications 

that in the type of interaction studied high "water hammer" pressures 

are generated at the boundary of the interaction region, but that

within this region the pressure remains modest and vapour is present 

during all stages of the interaction. This suggests that 

fragmentation and heat transfer models which rely on the presence of 

vapour may be more appropriate than the more widely used liquid-liquid 

contact models, at least in the case of the Freon-water interaction.

5 ADVANCED FUEL DEVELOPMENT 

(R.W. Stratton)

Advanced fuel development and testing continues with emphasis on

producing uranium-plutonium ceramics using gelation techniques. In 

addition to FBR fuels the programme now includes mixed oxide fuels for 

LtfR recycle studies.

The mixed carbide FBR work is centered on the AC-3 test now running in 

FFTF. In this test, 25 EIR sphere-pac fuel pins are mounted in a 

91-pin subassembly alongside pellet fuel pins produced by Los Alamos 

National Laboratory. Target burnup is about 9 atom X. The

irradiation began on 19th September 1986, and by the end of the year

an effective irradiation time of 103 full power days and a peak burnup

of about 1.5 X had been reached without incident.

Two test pins (one pellet, one EIR sphere-pac pin) from the KfK 

M0L-11/K5 programme with about 7 Z burnup were delivered to EIR in 

June 1986 for post irradiation examination. By the end of the year, 

the non-destructive exams had essentially been completed. First

conclusions indicate that the main differences between the pins are in 

the axial gamma scans in which the sphere-pac pins showed a much 

flatter caesium profile.

As a result of a perceived long-term need for improved core residence 

time (high internal breeding) and fuel-coolant compatibility, interest 

in advanced high density fuels such as carbide, nitride and (possibly) 

metal, is revived. Nitrides are again being examined due to

potentially good in-pile behaviour and ease of dissolution. This has 

encouraged EIR to apply its expertise also to the production of mixed 

nitride particles for vibrocompacted and gel-pellet fuel.

To jointly study the fabrication and in-pile behaviour of nitrides 

produced by the different routes, a collaboration agreement was signed 

between EIR and the CEA early in 1987. On the CEA side the department 

involved is DECPu at Cadarache. In the initial phase, fuel of the 

required characteristics will be produced and exchanged for analyses. 

Later, irradiation tests are to be carried out. In this context, EIR 

is also examining the question of loss of fuel from a defective 

sphere-pac fuel pin.

The sphere-pac fuel behaviour modelling code SPECKLE, developed

earlier by EIR, is being modified to handle also mixed nitride and

oxide fuel concepts with 2 or 3 fraction packing.


